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Abstract: HBase is also called the Hadoop database since it is a NoSQL database that runs on top of Hadoop.  It combines the 

scalability of Hadoop by running on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS),  with real-time data right of entry as a key 

and value store and deep analytic capabilities of MapReduce. This article introduces HBase and describe how it organizes and 

manages data and then demonstrates how to set up a local HBase environment and interact with data using the HBase shell. It 

is a data model that is related to Google’s big table designed to provide quick random access to huge amounts of structured 

data. It leverages the fault-tolerance provided by the Hadoop File System (HDFS). It is a part of the Hadoop ecosystem that 

provides random real-time read or write access to data in the Hadoop File System.  One can store the data in HDFS either 

directly or during HBase. Data consumer reads and accesses the data in HDFS at randomly using HBase.  It stands on top of 

the Hadoop File System and provides read and write access. HBase is key and value store specifically it is a reliable, 

Distributed, Multidimensional, Sorted map.  HBase stores data in the form of a cells here cells are grouped by a row key into 

something that looks like a row and cells are stored individually the storage is sparse.  HBase Performance testing on single 

node cluster step-up. but here query performance is slow under single node cluster set-up so this reason you have to introduce 

the multi-node cluster set-up and improvement of the query performance in HBase Cluster Environment. 
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1. Introduction 

The term “Big Data” refers to the continuous massive  

The term “Big Data” refers to the continuous massive 

expansion in the data volume and variety as well as the velocity 

of data processing.1. Volume refers to the scale of the data and 

processing needs.2.Variety refers to the different layouts of 

data like images, documents, videos, streams etc.3.Velocity 

refers to the speed at which the data is being generated. Data is 

increasing drastically by day to day. The IDC estimate and put 

the size of the “digital universe” at 0.18 zetta bytes in 2006, 

and is forecasting a tenfold growth by 2011 to 1.8 zetta bytes. 

This overflow of data is coming from many sources such as  

Twitter[2], Facebook, LinkedIn, New York stock exchange ike 

that. This entire thing is creating huge volume of data. This 

resulted in the development of BIG DATA[1], but it has 

become hard for storing and analyzing this data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Big data flow 
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1.1 Hadoop: Doug Cutting was created by 

Hadoop, the creator of Apache License, the 

extensively used text search library. Hadoop has 

its genesis in Apache Nutch, an open source web 

search engine. Hadoop was ready its own top-

level project at Apache in January 2008, which 

was developed by Doug Cutting after joining his 

team in Yahoo. Hadoop distributes data and 

computes across a large number of computers. 

Hadoop is an open source, horizontally scalable 

system for dependably storing and processing 

huge amounts of data across many commodity 

servers. Hadoop is a distributed file system and 

how data is retrieved and distributed. There are 

primarily two major components of  Hadoop. 

They are 1. MapReduce: Large-Scale Data 

Processing .Map Reduce Architecture provides 

automatic parallelization & distribution, fault 

tolerance, I/O scheduling Restricted parallel 

programming model meant for large clusters. 

Map Reduce divides the workload into multiple 

independent tasks and schedule them across cluster 

nodes. In a Map Reduce cluster, data is scattered to all 

the nodes of the cluster as it is being loaded in. 

2.HDFS(Hadoop Distributed File System)[3]: It is 

refers to “Hadoop Distributed File System”. HDFS is 

designed for the storing of very large files with 

streaming data access patterns, organization on 

clusters of commodity hardware. The key part of 

HDFS is its architecture itself. The HDFS is designed 

in the form of a master and slave pattern. Here, the 

master is the Name Node(NN) and the slave is the 

DataNode(DT). HDFS is used for delivering a high 

throughput of data. So, it will not work efficiently for 

low-latency data access. The limit to the number of 

files in a file system could be controlled by the 

amount of memory on the namenode. Each file, 

directory and block can take about 150 bytes.In HDFS 

only a single writer is present i.e., no several writers. 

Files in HDFS are busted into block-sized chunks, and 

stored as independent units called as Blocks. The 

default  block size is 64MB in Hadoop Environment. 

Replication factor  is the most important observed in 

HDFS. Replication refers to the copying or storing of 

data in more than one location on a cluster (default 

replication is 3). 

1.2 HBase 

              HBase is a column-oriented database it’s an open-

source implementation of Google’s Big-Table storage 

structural design. It can manage structured and semi-structured 

data and it has some built-in features such as versioning, 

scalability, density and garbage collection. Since its uses write-

ahead logging and distributed configuration, it can provide 

fault-tolerance and fast recovery from individual server 

failures. HBase[5] built on top of Hadoop / HDFS and the data 

stored in HBase can be manipulated using Hadoop’s 

MapReduce[4] capabilities. 

Let’s now take a look on how HBase (a column-oriented 

database) is dissimilar from some other data structures and 

semi-structured concepts that we are familiar with Row-

Oriented vs. Column-Oriented data stores. As shown below, in 

a row-oriented data store, a row is a unit of data that is read or 

written together. In a column-oriented data store, the data in a 

column is stored mutually and hence speedily retrieved. Data is 

stored and retrieved one row at a time and hence could read 

redundant data if only some of the data in a row is required. 

Easy to read and write records. Well suited for OLTP systems. 

Not professional in performing operations applicable to the 

entire dataset and hence aggregation is an special operation. 

Typical solidity mechanisms provide less efficient results than 

those on column-oriented data store. 

2.  Existing Techniques and Approaches  

However, a challenge remains: how do you move an reachable 

data shipping to Hadoop, when that transportation is based on 

traditional relational databases and the Structured Query 

Language (SQL). What about the large base of SQL users, both 

expert database designers and administrators, as well as casual 

users who use SQL to extract in sequence from their data 

warehouses. This is where Hive[6] comes in. Hive provides an 

SQL vernacular, called Hive Query Language (abbreviated 

HiveQL or just HQL) for querying data stored in a Hadoop 

cluster. The Query Processing quickness will be growing by 

using Apache Hbase in multi node cluster setup. 

http://hbase.apache.org/
http://research.google.com/archive/bigtable.html
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3. Proposed System 

HBase Performance testing on single-node cluster step-up. But 

the query performance is slow because it is in under single 

node cluster set-up so in this reason. Perform and set-up have 

to introduce the multi-node cluster set-up and improvement of 

the query performance in HBase[7] Cluster Environment. 

4. Methodology Approches 

4.1 Hadoop 
 

HDFS has a master and slave architecture. An HDFS cluster 

consists of a single NameNode(NN), a master server that 

manages the file system namespace and regulates access to files 

by customers. It also consist of secondary namenode(SNN). It 

updates the namespace image with datalog. 

A addition requested by an application is much more 

resourceful if it is executed near the data it operates on. This is 

especially true when the size of the data set is huge. The 

statement is that it is often better to migrate the computation 

closer to where the data is located slightly than moving the data 

to where the application is running. HDFS provides interfaces 

for applications to move themselves closer to where the data is 

located. 

The client opens the file it wishes to read by calling open() on 

the FileSystem object, 

which for HDFS is an instance of DFS. It calls the namenode, 

using RPC, to determine the locations of the blocks for the first 

few blocks in the file. For each block, the namenode(NN) 

returns the addresses of the datanodes that have a copy of that 

block and the datanodes are sorted according to their 

immediacy to the client. The DFS returns a FSData Input 

Stream (an input stream that supports file seeks) to the client 

for it to read data from. 

 

Figure 2: HDFS Structure 

4.2 NoSQL(Not only SQL) 

Directory of NoSQL[9],[11] databases with basic information 

on the individual datastores. 

4.2.1. ACID  

All RDBMS[10] will  follows the ACID Properties: 

ACID (an contraction for Atomicity Consistency Isolation 

Durability) is a concept that Database Professionals generally 

look for when evaluating databases and application 

architectures. For a dependable database all this four attributes 

should be achieved. 

Atomicity is an all-or-none proposition.(roll back is there). 

Consistency guarantees that a transaction never leaves our 

database in a half-finished state.(two(2) people are Quantating 

the same thing). 

Isolation keeps transactions separated from each other until 

they are finished. 

Durability guarantees that the database will keep track of 

awaiting changes in such a way that the server can recover from 

an abnormal termination. 

Table 1: RDMS Vs. NoSQL 

RDBMS NOSQL 

1. ACID 1. NO ACID 

2. Schema oriented  2.Schema less 

3. Vertically 

Scalable(increase the 

RAM or HD) 

       3.Horizontally 

Scalable(increase the                             

nodes(computers)). 

4. Joins are Supported 4.Joins are not supported. 

5. Primary Key is there       5.Primary Key is there 

6. CRUD allowed       6.CRUD allowed 

7. Store Small Data        7.Store the large 
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size(<=1TB) Amount of 

Data(>1TB) 

Categories in NOSQL: 

1. Key-value  memcache, dynamo DB. 

2. Column oriented [HBase[15],Cassandra,Big 

Table] Column Family. 

3. Document oriented Mongo DB, couch DB(Query is 

flexible). 

4. Graph oriented  Neo4j, Giraph(shortest path). 

Big Table Solving the ‘Low Latency and Large Tables. 

 

Figure 3: ACID properties 

2. CAP Theorem. 

Table 2: CAP Table 
 Hadoop 

1

.

X 

Hadoop 

2

.

X 

HBase Cassandra 

Consistency TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE 

Availability FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE 

Partitioning TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 

Consistency: If changes are one side, it will be reflects all 

sides. 

Availability:   It will checking is there or not. 

Partitioning:  Dividing into Partitions. 

CAP Theorem is saying at a time to Achieve two things only. 

Hadoop 1.X has Consistency and Partitioning is there but 

Availability is not here. Because if suppose NameNode(NN) 

will be done remaining all will be failure. Consistency and 

Partitioning maintaining why because partitioning when ever 

storing the data in  a single place , can’t store large amount of 

data, that  means distributing the data multiple places doing 

data partitioning always in Hadoop. We will go for DFS must 

and should follow Partitioning condition. We will go for 

HBase, Cassandra Partition must and should factor. Otherwise 

we can’t store large amount of data.  

4.3 Hbase multi-node cluster  

Data stored in a distributed that can scale straight to 1,000s of 

commodity servers and peta bytes of indexed storage. Designed 

to operate on top of the Hadoop distributed file system 

(HDFS)[12] OR Kosmos File System (KFS, aka Cloud store) 

for scalability, fault-tolerance, and high availability. It is Table-

like in data structure, multi-dimensional map, High scalability, 

High availability and performance. Hbase[8] is a Bigtable 

clone and open source, good community and guarantee for the 

future. It is developed on top of and has good integration for 

the Hadoop platform, if you are using Hadoop already. It has a 

Cascading connector. 

           Figure 4: Hbase cluster 

5. Implement and Results of Multi-node cluster 

setup 

5.1 Hadoop single node cluster setup 

The report here will describe the required steps for setting up a 

single-node Hadoop cluster[14] backed by the Hadoop. 

Distributed File System, running on Ubuntu Linux. Hadoop is a 

framework written in Java for running applications on large 

clusters of commodity hardware and incorporates features 

similar to those of the Google File System (GFS) and of the 

MapReduce computing paradigm. Hadoop’s HDFS is a highly 

fault-tolerant distributed file system and, like 

Hadoop in general, designed to be deployed on low-cost 

hardware. It provides high throughput entrée to application 

data and is suitable for applications that have large data sets. 

Before we start, we will recognize the meaning of the 

following: 

DataNode(DT): A DataNode stores data in the Hadoop File 

System. A functional file system has more than one DataNode, 

with the data replicated across them. 

NameNode(NN): The NameNode is the centre piece of an 

HDFS file system. It keeps the directory of all files in the file 
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system, and tracks where across the cluster the file data is kept. 

It does not store the data of these file itself. 

Jobtracker(JT): The Jobtracker is the service within hadoop 

that forms out MapReduce[13] to specific nodes in the cluster, 

ideally the nodes that have the data, or atleast are in the same 

rack. 

TaskTracker(TT): A TaskTracker is a node in the cluster that 

accepts tasks- MapReduce and scuffle operations –-from a Job 

Tracker. 

Secondary Namenode(SNN): Secondary Namenode whole 

purpose is to have a checkpoint in HDFS. It is just a helper 

node for namenode. 1.1.2 Prerequisites: Java 1.6 JDK 

Hadoop requires a working Java 1.6 installation. 

Update the source list 

cluster@cluster:$ sudo apt-get update(command) 

 
 

Figure 5: Configure the core-site.xml 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Assign the jobtracker 

5.2 Multi-node Cluster set-up 

5.2.1 Running Hadoop on Ubuntu Linux (Multi-Node 

Cluster) with in Hbase 

Hadoop will build a multi-node cluster unite two or more 

single-node clusters into one multi-node cluster in which one 

Ubuntu box will become the designated master but also act as a 

slave , and the other box will become only a slave. 

 

Figure 7: Single node and Multi-node 

Prerequisites 

Configuring single-node clusters first,here we have used two 

single node clusters. Shutdown each single-node cluster with 

the following command. 

cluster@cluster:$ bin/stop-all.sh(command) 
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Networking 

The easiest is to put both apparatus in the same network with 

regard to hardware and software configuration. Update 

/etc/hosts on both machines .Put the alias to the IP addresses of 

all the machines. Here we are creating a cluster of 2 machines , 

one is master cluster@cluster :$ sudo gedit  /etc/hosts. Add the 

following lines for two node cluster 172.16.2.19(choose your 

ifconfig)1 master (IP address of the master node) 

172.16.2.231(choose you are ifconfig) slave1 (IP address of the 

slave node) SSH access. The hduser(hadoop user)  user on the 

master (cluster@master) must be able to connect: 1. to its own 

user account on the master - i.e. ssh master in this context. 2. to 

the hduser user account on the slave (i.e. cluster@slave1) via a 

password-less SSH login. Add the cluster@master  public SSH 

key using the following command and other is slave 1. 

 

Figure 8: cluster in datanode 

 

Figure 9: Job tracker in browser 

 

Figure 10: Task Tracker in Browser 

 

Figure 11: Multi-node cluster set-up health checkup 
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6. Future work and Conclusion 

6.1 Future work 

It  proposed an approach which considers are done the multi-

node cluster set-up in Hbase mode. After forming cluster the all 

nodes working independently and also the RAM competence 

will be increased. so, the performance testing Hbase will do on 

multi-node cluster set-up. These multi-node will apply in the 

future oozie and pig. 

6.2 Conclusion 

As  we know today's world is becoming a narrower. We get 

reaction of people for particular products, events, issues very 

fast on web. Automatic sentiment analysis is very useful to 

identify and predict current and future trends, product reviews, 

people judgment for social issues, effect of some precise event 

on people so data will be generated day to day so, the data will 

be storing concepts introduced by google. The concepts are 

Hadoop and it,s eco-system. In these eco-system developed by 

some others. These eco-system providing Hbase. so we are 

concentrating on performing the multi-node cluster set-up by 

using eco-system and HDFS. 
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